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Abstract 24 

Rayleigh-Taylor models for diapirism predict that diapirs should develop with characteristic 25 

spacings, whereas other models predict varied spacings.  The deep-water Miocene evaporites 26 

in the Red Sea provide a useful opportunity to quantify length scales of diapirism to compare 27 

with model predictions.  We first review the stratigraphy of the uppermost evaporites in high-28 

resolution seismic data, revealing tectonic growth stratigraphy indicating that halokinetic 29 

movements occurred while the evaporites were being deposited.  In some places, movements 30 

continued after the Miocene evaporite phase.  The S-reflection marking the top of the 31 

evaporites is an erosional surface, in places, truncating anticlines of layered evaporites.  In 32 

others, reflections within the uppermost evaporites are conformable, suggesting a lack of 33 

erosion.  The top of the evaporites therefore had relief at the end of the Miocene.  We select 34 

for numerical analysis 14 long profiles of topography of the S-reflection.  Variograms derived 35 

from them after detrending reveal minor periodicity, though with varied wavelength, and 36 

varied roughness of the surface.  However, an average variogram computed from these 37 

profiles is nearly exponential, indicating that the evaporite surface is mostly stochastic with 38 

no uniform scale of diapirism.  An exponential model fitted to that average variogram 39 

suggests a spatial range over which the S-reflection topography becomes decorrelated of 3 40 

km, which is comparable with the mean vertical thickness of the evaporite body.  Power 41 

spectra of the evaporite surface are flatter at long wavelengths, which we interpret as due to 42 

weakness of halite preventing large surface relief from developing.  The results suggest only 43 

modest periodicity, so the Rayleigh-Taylor model does not explain deformation in the Red Sea 44 

evaporites studied here.  Their topography may turn out to be useful for suggesting the 45 

vertical scales and lengthscales of relief to expect of early stages of other salt giants, such as 46 

that of the Santo Basin. 47 
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 48 

1. Introduction 49 

Salt diapirism is a fundamental geological process that has influenced the structures of many 50 

passive margins around the Earth including the "salt giants" of the Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of 51 

Mexico (Bonatti et al., 1970; Evans, 1978; Pautot et al., 1970; Rona, 1982).  The associated 52 

structures make them of interest for hydrocarbon exploration and potentially for nuclear 53 

waste and CO2 storage. Given the unique deformation style of salt (evaporitic sediments), its 54 

widespread occurrence and influence on stratigraphic development of many passive margins, 55 

the analysis of salt diapirism is an important component of the analysis of sedimentary basins.  56 

However, evidence documenting the early salt movements, which is needed for 57 

understanding the dynamics of the salt, is typically obscured because the halite component 58 

of salt deposits is commonly strongly mobilised, complicating the stratigraphy (Hudec and 59 

Jackson, 2006).  Early models of salt diapirism involved an assumption that density differences 60 

between the salt and overlying deposits caused Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities to develop 61 

(Berner et al., 1972; Biot and Odé, 1965; Nettleton, 1934).  In such models, layered geological 62 

structures are treated as fluids with differing density, and the models predicted that diapirs 63 

should grow with a characteristic wavelength that depends on the layer thicknesses and 64 

viscosities (Fernandez and Kaus, 2015; Hughes and Davison, 1993; Turcotte and Schubert, 65 

1982).  However, subsequent studies of salt deposits have found more complex relationships 66 

and generally a lack of a single wavelength of salt-structures, thus challenging the applicability 67 

of Rayleigh-Taylor models.  For example, Hernandez et al. (2018) found that ratios of diapir 68 

wavelength to layer thickness for diapirs from the Southern North Sea varied in ways not 69 

explained by Rayleigh-Taylor models, but may be explained by changes in wavelength with 70 

progressive diapirism.  Furthermore, if the overlying layer has a plastic rheology, more 71 
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complex diapirism can be expected (Poliakov et al., 1993).  Analytical modelling by Ismail-72 

Zadeh et al. (2002) involving a plastic overburden suggested that diapirism may occur with a 73 

wide range of wavelengths. 74 

 Hernandez (2020) analysed the topography of the top surfaces of evaporite (salt) 75 

bodies from the Levant (Gvirtzman et al., 2013), Kwanza (Hudec and Jackson, 2011), Santos 76 

(Pichel et al., 2017) and North Sea Zechstein (Harding and Huuse, 2015) basins using spectral 77 

methods.  She found that they lacked clear spectral peaks that would be expected of Rayleigh-78 

Taylor diapirism and instead declining spectral power over length scales 0.1 to 70 km.  79 

Hernandez (2020) suggested that the varied salt-structure spacings of those deposits could 80 

originate from a number of causes depending on location, including varied loading by 81 

overlying strata, varied density and viscosity of the evaporites, heating by intruding dykes, 82 

underlying fault escarpments promoting diapirism, regional tectonic shortening and the 83 

plastic deformation mentioned earlier.  Effects on diapirism of underlying basement 84 

structure, particularly faults, are also explored by Harding and Huuse (2015). 85 

 To improve understanding of the factors leading to the geometries of evaporite 86 

deposits, examples are needed with fewer of the complicating factors identified by 87 

Hernandez (2020), in particular, deposits with low-density overburden.  The Levant Messinian 88 

evaporites, for example, have present overburdens of ~500 m or more, and seismic data 89 

reveal that deformation started while the evaporites were being deposited (Gvirtzman et al., 90 

2013; Hübscher and Netzeband, 2007; Netzeband et al., 2006; Reiche et al., 2014).  91 

Lithospheric loading by the Levant evaporites and other sediments caused regional tilting, 92 

which led the evaporites to creep down-gradient, creating internal folding and thrusting 93 

(Hübscher	and	Netzeband,	2007). 94 
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 The Red Sea provides another structurally simple example of shallowly buried 95 

evaporites of much younger age (Miocene) than the evaporites of the Atlantic and Gulf of 96 

Mexico margins.  The few published seismic reflection datasets imaging the evaporites 97 

internally reveal alternating patches of transparent and layered reflectivity likely due to 98 

halite-dominated diapirs and strata containing more diverse lithologies, respectively 99 

(Colombo et al., 2014; Izzeldin, 1987; Izzeldin, 1989; Ligi et al., 2019a; Rowan, 2014).  Those 100 

alternations are similar in character to seismic data of many parts of the Aptian evaporites of 101 

the Santos Basin (Davison, 2007; Davison et al., 2012; Fiduk and Rowan, 2012; Guerra and 102 

Underhill, 2012; Jackson et al., 2015a; Mann and Rigg, 2012; Maul et al., 2021; Mohriak et al., 103 

2012), so the Red Sea may turn out to be analogous.  Lithological logs from six wells in the 104 

Santos Basin (Jackson et al., 2015b; Jackson et al., 2014) show it to be halite-dominated, but 105 

with varied amounts of anhydrite, carnallite and carbonate.  Alternatively, some seismic 106 

records from the Santos Basin have been interpreted as showing evaporites comprising two 107 

cycles each of halite-dominated strata overlain by more strongly seismically reflective 108 

evaporites containing anhydrite (Fiduk and Rowan, 2012).  Although the stratigraphy in the 109 

Santos Basin is somewhat different from the Red Sea evaporites, which are halite-dominated 110 

in their lower parts overlain by layered evaporites containing anhydrite and shale (described 111 

later), in both basins the stratigraphy implies layered rather than homogeneous physical 112 

properties. 113 

 The presence of anhydrite potentially complicates interpretation or modelling of 114 

evaporite movements (salt tectonics) because its density is one third larger than that of halite 115 

and it is likely to be stronger, although its rheology under in situ conditions is poorly known 116 

(Urai et al., 2017).  If the evaporites of the Red Sea are flowing at rates comparable to half the 117 

Nubia-Arabia plate separation rate (Mitchell et al., 2021) and flowage occurs over 100-1000 118 
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m vertical thickness, we estimate average strain rates of order 10-13-10-12 s-1.  Extrapolation 119 

by Dorner et al. (2014) of their results of creep measurements on dry anhydrite to such strain 120 

rates suggests that temperatures of a few hundred degrees would be needed for anhydrite 121 

to deform by dislocation creep.  Such temperatures are much higher than 100-200˚C expected 122 

for the upper kilometre of the evaporites from modelling of surface heat flow data (Makris et 123 

al., 1991; Martinez and Cochran, 1989).  At faster strain rates (10-5 s-1), experiments by Hangx 124 

et al. (2010) led to cataclastic failure.  These results leave open the question of how trace 125 

water, which strongly affects halite rheology (Urai et al., 1986), would affect anhydrite 126 

rheology, although a non-uniform rheology is also suggested by anhydrite-rich layers 127 

commonly broken up into segments called "stringers" amongst halite (Rowan et al., 2019).  128 

Nevertheless, Rowan et al. (2019) suggested that the varied presence of non-halite rocks can 129 

be modelled with an effective viscosity varying by five orders of magnitude.  Analysis of folded 130 

rock salts suggests effective viscosity contrasts with halite of X10-100 where layers included 131 

anhydrite showing evidence of solution-precipitation creep (Schmalholz and Urai, 2014) and 132 

X10-20 in halite with alternating layers with varied impurities (Adamuszek et al., 2021).  133 

Therefore, the Santos and Red Sea evaporites likely have both had strong internal rheological 134 

and density variations since their deposition.  As we explain below, the Red Sea evaporites 135 

have been migrating towards the rift centre as a result of differential subsidence, also like 136 

those of the Santos Basin (Davison et al., 2012; Fiduk and Rowan, 2012; Jackson et al., 2015a; 137 

Quirk et al., 2012; Warsitzka et al., 2021).  For this variety of reasons, the Red Sea evaporites 138 

may turn out useful as an analogue of those of older basins, potentially suggesting the relief 139 

of those their early-stage evaporites.  In turn, the processes inferred for those older basins 140 

may also apply to the Red Sea evaporites, where high-quality deep seismic reflection data are 141 

not publicly available. 142 
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 Despite the lack of publicly available digital deep seismic data in the Red Sea, studying 143 

the geometry of the evaporite surface is straightforward because, in shallow seismic data, it 144 

is marked by a prominent reflection ("S-reflection"), which appears throughout most of the 145 

basin (Knott et al., 1966; Phillips and Ross, 1970; Ross and Schlee, 1973).  As those data have 146 

high resolution and the evaporites are shallower, they also allow a more detailed examination 147 

of the nature of the top of the evaporites than is often the case with data from the other 148 

basins.  Furthermore, in contrast with the Levant evaporites, those in the deep waters of the 149 

Red Sea away from coasts are generally buried by only 200-300 m of low-density Plio-150 

Pleistocene hemipelagic deposits and the overall environment is extensional, not 151 

compressional (Mitchell et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2017).  It therefore provides a useful basis 152 

to study evaporite body diapirism without a density inversion with overlying sediments and 153 

in an extensional regime that is somewhat analogous to the earlier Santos Basin.  In this study, 154 

our objectives are to (i) review the stratigraphy of the uppermost evaporites in high-155 

resolution seismic data to improve understanding of halokinetic movements during and after 156 

the evaporite deposition, (ii) calculate variograms to characterise stochastic and cyclic 157 

components of the evaporite surface topography and (iii) use power spectra to investigate 158 

whether of the evaporite surface has periodic components. 159 

 160 

2. Background to the Red Sea evaporites 161 

According to Hughes and Beydoun (1992), most of the evaporitic sediments in the Red Sea 162 

were deposited from about the start of the Miocene until the end of the Miocene.  Halite-163 

dominated evaporites were deposited in the Middle Miocene, followed, in the Upper 164 

Miocene, by layered evaporites containing abundant anhydrite.  In the Egyptian stratigraphy, 165 

the latter are called the "Zeit Formation".  Sediment samples from the uppermost evaporites 166 
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were recovered in deep water by drilling during Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) Leg 23B at 167 

the three sites marked in Figure 1.  The stratigraphy of those samples is summarised in Figure 168 

2, revealing the layered evaporites as containing alternating halite, anhydrite and shale at 169 

Sites 225 and 227, and anhydrite and shale at Site 228.  Correlating that stratigraphy with 170 

seismic reflection data suggested that a prominent reflection seen throughout the Red Sea 171 

(the "S-reflection" (Ross and Schlee, 1973)) corresponds with the top of the Miocene 172 

evaporites or a layer of rigid shale immediately above it (Whitmarsh et al., 1974).  Colombo 173 

et al. (2014) found that the S reflection corresponded with anhydrites at the top of the 174 

evaporites in a commercial well located in their area 1 marked in Figure 1. 175 

 Izzeldin (1987) described images of the evaporites in deep-seismic reflection data as 176 

showing either transparent or layered reflectivity, with the latter more common towards the 177 

top.  The layered reflectivity likely corresponds with the layered stratigraphy found at the 178 

DSDP sites, whereas the transparent reflectivity probably corresponds with the massive halite 179 

(Hughes and Beydoun, 1992).  Reflectivity varying from layered to more transparent has also 180 

been reported in other seismic datasets and reflections within it commonly appear to be 181 

folded (Colombo et al., 2014; Ehrhardt and Hübscher, 2015; Izzeldin, 1989; Ligi et al., 2018; 182 

Mitchell et al., 2019; Rowan, 2014).  The seismic data shown in Colombo et al. (2014) suggest 183 

that transparent regions extend ~10 km laterally near the Arabian coast. 184 

 A topographic map of the S-reflection (Mitchell et al., 2017) was updated with a 185 

commercial 3D seismic dataset from the Egyptian Red Sea by Mitchell et al. (2019) and here 186 

with new sparker seismic data from the Sudanese Red Sea (Augustin et al., 2019).  The result 187 

in Figure 1 reveals a number of influences, which are described by Mitchell et al. (2021).  Along 188 

the coasts, some deep depressions of the S-reflection occur, such as marked in Figure 1, 189 

where the evaporites have been loaded by terrigenous sediments.  Away from those areas, 190 
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loading is by hemipelagic sediments of lower density than halite (Figure 3).  From a 191 

reconstruction of the average surface elevation of the deep-water evaporites (Mitchell et al., 192 

2021), they were likely deposited to ~200 m below modern sea-level at the Miocene-Pliocene 193 

boundary.  They have subsequently subsided because of thermal cooling of the lithosphere, 194 

because of some halite dissolution and because of deflation associated with a general flowage 195 

of the evaporites towards the centre of rifting (located roughly by the deeps marked in Figure 196 

1).  That flowage has been non-uniform, being greatest where there are presently inter-197 

trough zones of evaporites marked in Figure 1 covering the spreading axis.  Near those areas, 198 

the evaporite surface typically has a lower elevation away from the rift axis, caused by a 199 

greater deflation of the evaporite surface compensating for greater flowage towards the axis.  200 

In contrast, the evaporites remain high where flowage is retarded by a basement of higher 201 

elevation, which in places blocks flowage (Mitchell and Augustin, 2017; Mitchell et al., 2010).  202 

Truncated reflections at the top of the evaporites (Colombo et al., 2014; Izzeldin, 1989) have 203 

been interpreted as evidence of erosion, either subaerially or by surface waves or both, and 204 

thus that the Red Sea likely drew down abruptly at around the Miocene-Pliocene boundary 205 

(Mitchell and Augustin, 2017; Mitchell et al., 2021). 206 

 207 

 208 

3. Data and methods 209 

 210 

3.1. Seismic reflection datasets 211 

To illustrate a range of halokinetic and other structures, a selection of seismic reflection data 212 

is assembled in Figure 4 from survey lines located in Figure 5.  The data in Figures 4a and 4b 213 

were collected on RV Urania during cruise RS05 (Ligi et al., 2012; Ligi et al., 2011; Mitchell et 214 
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al., 2010) and involved a 48-channel short streamer with 12.5 m group interval with two 215 

Sercel GI-Guns as the source.  These data have been processed in a manner that preserved 216 

amplitude ratios and the highest frequency contents to improve resolution of reflections 217 

within the evaporites and the S-reflection from the evaporite surface.  After predictive 218 

deconvolution, a time-varying prestack bandpass filter was applied with tapering from 12 to 219 

16 and from 96 to 120 Hz. 220 

 The data in Figures 4c-4e were collected on RV Robert Conrad during cruise RC0911 221 

with a 25-cubic inch airgun source and short streamer.  Recording was onto paper, but, 222 

despite their age (collection in 1965) and the analogue technology used, the data are of good 223 

quality. 224 

 The data in Figure 4f were collected on RV Pelagia during cruise 64PE-445 as part of 225 

the SALTAX project (Augustin et al., 2019).  As a seismic source, a Delta Sparker system with 226 

a dominant frequency of ~300 Hz was used. Seismic energy was recorded using a Microeel 227 

solid-state streamer with 24 channels and a length of 100 m. Data processing was carried out 228 

using VISTA software and comprised trace-editing, simple frequency filtering (50 – 2000 Hz), 229 

normal moveout correction (1500 m/s), common mid-point stacking, finite-difference post-230 

stack migration, as well as top-muting and white noise removal. Interpretation of the seismic 231 

data was carried out using the KingdomSuite software of IHS. 232 

 Figure 4g shows the westerly side of line 19 of Izzeldin (1987).  These data were 233 

collected with a Vaporchoc source and a streamer of 2.4 km length.  Move-out corrections 234 

were applied but not migration.  These data were available only in analogue form. 235 

  236 

3.2. Power spectral analysis 237 
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Power spectra of topography are useful to determine whether cyclical components exist, as 238 

they should produce spectral peaks.  Alternatively, many topographic datasets show inverse 239 

power relationships between power spectral density and wavenumber (Bell, 1975; Fox and 240 

Hayes, 1985; Gilbert and Malinverno, 1988; Rapp, 1989).  In some of those cases, the 241 

topography may be self-affine fractal (Gilbert and Malinverno, 1988; Turcotte, 1991), 242 

implying a lack of dominant wavelengths. 243 

 For assessment of cyclicity and stochastic character, long data series are preferred in 244 

order to capture multiple wavelengths.  However, the large-scale morphology of the 245 

evaporite surface in Figure 1 shows many areas where the surface is depressed over 10s to 246 

100 km scales by processes other than the diapirism studied here.  For example, a large 247 

collapse structure lies northeast of the two DSDP sites (225 and 227).  Large depressions of 248 

the S-reflection occur near to the coasts due to the terrigenous sediment loading.  249 

Furthermore, salt walls tend to be oriented parallel to the coasts (Mitchell and Augustin, 250 

2017), so lines perpendicular to them should be preferred to capture any preferred spacing 251 

or wavelength (Hernandez et al., 2018).  Based on these considerations, the data between 252 

the red circles in Figure 6 were selected for cyclical analysis. These data are mostly from the 253 

same seismic reflection dataset (Izzeldin, 1982) and hence are of a common quality.  They 254 

cross the Red Sea almost perpendicularly.  Segments of data were chosen to avoid the steep 255 

slopes into the deeps or spreading axis (grey highlighted in Figure 6) as well as the large 256 

deflated areas adjacent to inter-trough zones. 257 

 Those data segments (14 in total) were detrended by fitting a least-squares regression 258 

line to each profile and storing the regression residuals as data series for the following 259 

analyses.  An example segment of detrended data is shown in Figure 7.  Those detrended data 260 

were prepared for power spectral analysis following the same procedure as Hernandez (2020) 261 
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to allow later comparison with her results.  To prevent spectral leakage where the ends of 262 

each detrended series were unequal (Percival and Walden, 1993), this preparation involved 263 

multiplying by a Kaiser window and interpolating to ensure cyclicity.  Following Turcotte 264 

(1997), the cyclical components of the treated data series were found by computing Fourier 265 

transforms using the Cooley and Turkey (1965) method implemented in MatlabTM.  Power 266 

spectral densities were computed from the amplitudes of those components. 267 

 268 

3.3. Variogram analysis 269 

 Variograms can be used to characterise stochastic and cyclic components of data 270 

series (Davis, 2002; Matheron, 1963).  They have been derived for natural topographic 271 

datasets, e.g., for seabed classification (Herzfeld, 1993; Herzfeld et al., 1995; Herzfeld and 272 

Overbeck, 1999) and to characterize sedimentary bedforms (Robert and Richards, 1988; van 273 

Dijk et al., 2008).  The empirical semi-variogram is estimated from a regularly sampled data 274 

series yi (Matheron, 1963): 275 

 276 

 𝛾" =
$

%('(")
∑ (𝑦, − 𝑦,.")%'("
,/$  (1) 277 

 278 

where yi+h is a lagged version of the data series yi, n is the number of samples in the series 279 

and h is the number of samples corresponding with the lag distance.  (In the following, we 280 

refer to gh as the variogram, omitting the "semi" for brevity.)  Implementing the calculation in 281 

equation (1) involves moving a copy of the data series a lag h number of cells, taking the 282 

difference of the lagged and original versions where they overlap each other, and summing 283 

the squares of those differences.  Where the two series are strongly correlated, the difference 284 

leads to small gh. Conversely where they become uncorrelated, gh increases.  A pure sinusoidal 285 
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data series results in gh that is almost sinusoidal also, oscillating from zero to a maximum 286 

value, representing lags where the two series are uncorrelated or correlated, respectively.  287 

For more typical stochastic topography, gh tends to rise towards a maximum value (the "sill") 288 

that equals half the variance of the topography.  The distance over which it does so (the 289 

"range") represents a typical length scale of the variations.  Variograms were derived here 290 

using equation (1) from the same data series used for the power-spectral analysis, i.e., the 14 291 

segments between the red dots in Figure 6 after detrending as explained earlier. 292 

 293 

4. Results 294 

We refer to the S-reflection below simply as "S" for brevity.  In this section, we first study the 295 

nature of S and stratigraphy around it in the seismic reflection data to assess what the 296 

topography of S is likely to represent, in particular, whether it reveals vertical differential 297 

displacements since 5.3 Ma, the end of the Miocene. 298 

 299 

4.1. Observations 300 

In the RV Conrad data, S tends to be sharp where the underlying layering (within the 301 

evaporites) conforms with it, such as in Figures 4c-4e where marked "layered evaporites."  302 

Away from those areas, S can be more diffuse as marked in those figure panels.  A similar 303 

association between sharp S and layered evaporites (and diffuse S where layered evaporites 304 

are visually absent) can be observed in the sparker seismic data in Figure 4f. 305 

 Where the evaporites are reflective, individual reflections can, in places, diverge with 306 

each other and with the S-reflection, typically increasing in dip with depth.  Examples are 307 

marked "tectonic growth stratigraphy" in Figures 4a, 4b and 4c.  In contrast, in the limited 308 

segments of layered reflectivity in Figures 4c-4e, reflections do not appear to vary in dip with 309 
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depth.  Some nearly horizontal reflections beneath S can be observed immediately SE of the 310 

"anticline in Figure 4a, within the syncline in Figure 4b and where S is marked in just left of 311 

centre in Figure 4c.  However, the majority of the reflections within the evaporites in Figure 312 

4 are dipping, not flat.  In many places, they are curved, either upwards or downwards, in 313 

places sharply (e.g., under westerly "P" in Figure 4d). 314 

 Figure 4a reveals that reflections within the evaporites abruptly terminate at S where 315 

marked "erosional surface".  A similar truncation of evaporite reflections occurs locally above 316 

the anticline marked.  In Figure 4b, reflections to the SW of the syncline terminate at S.  Where 317 

those reflections terminate, S has fine-scale relief that has created diffraction hyperbolae in 318 

the section.  Similar truncations of evaporite reflections at S can be observed in seismic data 319 

from other parts of the Red Sea (Bonatti et al., 1984; Feldens et al., 2016; Guennoc et al., 320 

1988; Izzeldin, 1987; Knott et al., 1966; Mitchell et al., 2017; Mitchell et al., 2021; Ross and 321 

Schlee, 1973).  Figure 8 summarises occurrences of such truncations interpreted from seismic 322 

data from the central Red Sea.  (Due to varied data quality and coverage, absence of these 323 

observations is not evidence of their absence, rather the map is intended to show how 324 

common they are.) 325 

 In contrast, in areas marked "layered evaporites" in Figures 4c-4f, reflections beneath 326 

S are conformable with it and do not appear to be truncated.  Other examples of conformable 327 

reflections can be observed in other published seismic reflection data (Bonatti et al., 1984; 328 

Cochran, 2005; Ehrhardt and Hübscher, 2015; Ligi et al., 2018; Ligi et al., 2019a; Mitchell et 329 

al., 2017; Phillips and Ross, 1970; Richter et al., 1991; Rowan, 2018). 330 

 There is some variation in thickness and character of the Plio-Pleistocene (PP) 331 

sediments overlying S.  In Figure 4a under the area marked "Basin", reflections in the lower 332 

PP are roughly conformable with S, but reflections are more nearly horizontal (non-333 
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conformal) in the upper PP.  Above the anticline in that panel, the stratigraphy is disrupted 334 

by small faults.  In Figures 4c and 4d, the sediments overlying S appear mostly conformable 335 

with it.  In Figure 4f, two similar segments of conformable reflections are marked "P".  To the 336 

SW, however, the section shows PP sediments infilling the syncline. 337 

 338 

4.2. Interpretations 339 

The divergent reflections within the uppermost evaporites are evidence of tectonic growth 340 

stratigraphy and their presence indicates that halokinetic movements were occurring during 341 

evaporite deposition.  The filled syncline in Figure 4f suggests that such movements in places 342 

continued into the PP, whereas in other places tectonic growth stratigraphy does not 343 

continue into the PP (e.g., Figures 4a and 4b), suggesting that locally vertical differential 344 

movements locally stopped by the Pliocene.  Tectonic growth stratigraphy can be observed 345 

in published seismic reflection data showing the uppermost evaporites in many other parts 346 

of the deep-water Red Sea (Bonatti et al., 1984; Cochran and Karner, 2007; Colombo et al., 347 

2014; Guennoc et al., 1990; Guennoc et al., 1988; Izzeldin, 1987; Ligi et al., 2019a; Mart and 348 

Ross, 1987; Richter et al., 1991; Rowan, 2014).  The published seismic images showing growth 349 

stratigraphy stopping near the Miocene-Pliocene boundary include a line across Vema Deep 350 

near 24˚N (Bonatti et al., 1984, their figure 6b) and various line-drawings of seismic data from 351 

the southern Red Sea (Phillips and Ross, 1970; Ross and Schlee, 1973).  Growth stratigraphy 352 

apparently continuing into the PP can be found in seismic reflection data near 27˚N (Cochran 353 

and Karner, 2007), 26˚N (Ligi et al., 2018; Ligi et al., 2019a; Richter et al., 1991) and 18˚N (Ross 354 

and Schlee, 1973), and in other seismic datasets (Phillips and Ross, 1970). 355 

 Ongoing, but heterogenous, deformation is also suggested by the varied presence of 356 

tectonic disruption of the PP (e.g., locally above the anticline in Figure 4a and in other data 357 
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(Mart and Ross, 1987; Uchupi and Ross, 1986)).  The varied character of S could also be 358 

explained by varied deformation, if this reflection is diffuse where the top of the evaporites 359 

has been disrupted by small faults.  Such disruptions were observed through much of the PP 360 

cored during DSDP Leg 23 (Stoffers and Kühn, 1974) (Figure 2) and are suggested by a fine-361 

scale rugosity apparent in high-resolution multibeam sonar data of the PP sediments 362 

overlying evaporite flows (Feldens and Mitchell, 2015; Mitchell et al., 2010). 363 

 Erosion of the surface now forming S has been suggested to have occurred by wave 364 

erosion (Mitchell et al., 2017) or exposure to rainwater (Colombo et al., 2014), in either case 365 

associated with an abrupt short-lived drawdown of the Red Sea level at the end of the 366 

Miocene or in the earliest Pliocene (Mitchell et al., 2021).  As some parts of S do not show 367 

erosional features, the evaporite surface may have not been perfectly flat at that time so that 368 

some parts of it remained submerged during the sea level drawdown.  For example, in the SE 369 

half of Figure 4e, two segments of layered evaporites without erosional surfaces are 370 

separated by two hills of S with no internal reflections.  If these hills are diapirs, they may 371 

have also had some positive relief at the end of Miocene, while the surrounding layered 372 

evaporites formed depressions.  Those depressions were either protected from wave erosion 373 

by limited fetch caused by the diapirs forming islands, or the water level did not fully draw 374 

down so that the layered evaporites did not get exposed to rainwater.  Although the 375 

mechanism is unclear from these data, S appears to have had varied experience of erosion or 376 

no/little erosion. 377 

 From these arguments, S was not perfectly flat at the end of the Miocene and 378 

therefore the topographic variation of S does not exactly represent differential vertical 379 

movements that have occurred since that time.  Nevertheless, diapiric movements are 380 

progressive.  While we observe evidence that some diapiric movements stopped after the 381 
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Miocene, we have not observed any evidence that they reversed.  Consequently, the 382 

topography of S should represent the horizontal length scales of deformation, even if the 383 

inferred vertical displacements are only maxima. 384 

 385 

4.3. Power spectra 386 

The power spectra shown in Figure 9 for individual line segments are somewhat noisy and 387 

have local peaks but no common peak, suggesting a general lack of a dominant wavelength.  388 

A possible exception is a modest peak revealed in the averages of those spectra at log10(1/l) 389 

of -1.39 (l=25 km), although it does not appear to arise from peaks in all segment spectra.  390 

The averages form an inverse power-law trend for log10(1/l) > -1.1 (l<13 km), with power 391 

spectral density varying by an order of magnitude between individual spectra.  The regression 392 

line shown suggests PSD ~ (1/l)-3.05.  For log10(1/l) < -1.1 (l>13 km), the average spectrum 393 

flattens besides the peak mentioned.  This is a feature also seen in larger-scale topography 394 

(e.g., Gilbert and Malinverno, 1988). 395 

 If the evaporite topography were a self-affine fractal over the 1-13 km wavelength 396 

range, the fractal dimension would be D=(5-b)/2 (Turcotte, 1997) where b is the power-law 397 

exponent.  (Such a geometry would be interesting here as fractals do not possess 398 

characteristic wavelengths, but rather a range of wavelengths (Turcotte, 1991).)  The value 399 

D=0.98 computed from b=3.05 for the data in Figure 9 is somewhat lower than those of other 400 

topographic data, which tend to be closer to D=1.5 (Turcotte, 1991).  It is slightly outside the 401 

range of permissible values of D which strictly speaking must be larger than unity for the 402 

geometry to be a fractal (Malinverno, 1989).  It is close to values for D found for ocean floor 403 

bathymetry of abyssal hills (Gilbert and Malinverno, 1988).  However, like abyssal hill terrains, 404 

which vary in underlying geology from exposed bedrock to sedimented basins and thus are 405 
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not truly fractals (Herzfeld et al., 1995; Herzfeld and Overbeck, 1999), the seismic records in 406 

Figure 4 show a range of character of the evaporites at the S reflection.  Furthermore, its 407 

topography (Figure 6) varies in character between and within different lines, unlike 408 

topographic simulations developed with D=1 (Malinverno, 1989).  The evaporite surface 409 

therefore appears not to be a self-affine fractal, although, like fractals, it does contain hills 410 

and valleys with a range of lengthscales, not as expected if the Rayleigh-Taylor model applied. 411 

 The flattening of the average power-spectrum below log10(1/l) = -1 could be a sign of 412 

internal evaporite isostatic effects.  In that interpretation, processes that cause roughening 413 

of the evaporite surface over the 1-13 km range are not able to generate relief at the 13-100 414 

km range because of the weakness of the halite component of the evaporites.  We explore 415 

this further in the discussion. 416 

 417 

4.4. Variograms 418 

In the following, the variograms are referred to with shortened identifiers according to the 419 

data series that they were computed from, e.g., "Bannock1" refers to the variogram for 420 

Bannock line 1 and Iz7 to Izzeldin line 7.  The variograms in Figure 10 generally rise towards a 421 

more stable level at a lag distance varying from only ~2-3 km for Iz15 to ~10 km for Bannock1.  422 

The level that they settle at (the variogram "sill") also varies greatly between lines.  The sill is 423 

smallest for Iz17b (~2000 m2) and largest for Bannock1 (~16000 m2).  As these represent half 424 

the data variance (Matheron, 1963), they imply that the standard deviation (s=Övariance) of 425 

the evaporite detrended topography varies from ~63 m to ~179 m. 426 

 Furthermore, individual variograms oscillate markedly differently.  For example, that 427 

of Bannock1 has two peaks implying decorrelation occurred where the lag reached 5 and 12 428 

km.  In Figure 6, this appears to be due mainly to the salt structures around 2-4 km distance.  429 
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The variograms for Iz15, Iz9a, Iz17a, Iz21 and Iz19 also each have two peaks, implying the 430 

presence of at least two spatial frequencies (Robert and Richards, 1988).  In contrast, the 431 

Iz17b variogram reaches a sill level with only minor oscillations, suggesting that the 432 

topography is mainly stochastic.  That profile in Figure 6 also shows a lack of regular 433 

oscillations. 434 

 The blue line in Figure 10 is an average of the 14 variograms shown.  Its initial rise from 435 

the origin to h=2 km is upwards-concave, rather than downwards-concave as would be 436 

expected from a nugget effect arising from random noise.  This concave-upwards shape 437 

indicates that the topographic data are partly correlated over short length scales, mainly a 438 

result of the resolution of the data series.  Continuing the gradient back to the horizontal axis 439 

suggests a resolution of <1 km.  Besides this effect, the average has a simple form and is 440 

almost exponential.  The red dashed line in Figure 10 represents the following function fitted 441 

by least-squares to the data (Robert and Richards, 1988): 442 

 𝛾(ℎ) = 𝑐21 − 𝑒("/67 (2) 443 

where c is half the data variance and r is an exponent.  The sill of the average variogram in 444 

Figure 10 is 9428 m2, implying s=137 m.  Parameter r representing the range of variability or 445 

distance over which topographic features decorrelate is 3.0 km.  The average peaks at 8 km 446 

and declines slightly to 12 km lag, suggesting possibly some average periodic component, 447 

although the number of lines analysed is small, so its significance is unclear.  If the average 448 

structure is cyclic, the peak at 8 km represents decorrelation where the copy of the data series 449 

has been translated by a lag of half a wavelength, so this would imply a full wavelength of 450 

that structure of ~16 km.  In practice, the S-reflection topography in Figure 6 contains many 451 

spatial wavelengths, many of which are smaller than 16 km.  The 8-km decorrelation scale 452 
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however appears to be an upper limit of the distance between any individually adjacent peak 453 

and trough. 454 

 Equation (2) was also fitted to the individual variograms.  The resulting values of s 455 

vary from 72 to 181 m.  Figure 11a shows that roughness s tends to be larger in the north and 456 

to the west.  The range r varies from 1.1 to 7.9 km (Figure 11b).  The largest range was found 457 

on line Iz25, where it appears to be associated with a long-wavelength undulating structure 458 

(Figure 6).  The shortest range was found on line Iz19. 459 

 460 

 461 

5. Discussion 462 

 463 

From the above analysis, the Red Sea Miocene evaporites have a stochastic surface lacking 464 

clear periodicity that would be expected of Rayleigh-Taylor models.  Their rugosity is modest 465 

as expected of a pillow phase of diapirism.  Here we explore explanations for these properties 466 

and how diapirism in the Red Sea compares with diapirism in some other basins. 467 

 468 

5.1. To what extent does preserved topography of the S-reflection arise from a threshold 469 

differential stress for halite deformation? 470 

Rowan et al. (2019) suggested that a differential stress of order 1 MPa is typically needed for 471 

halite to deform, hence some of the Red Sea evaporite relief generated by processes other 472 

than diapirism (e.g., faulting associated with widespread flowage) could be supported by 473 

rigidity of the evaporites.  It is difficult to assess differential stress within the Red Sea 474 

evaporites accurately without numerical modelling, though stresses are likely to arise from 475 

their topography both at long wavelengths from gravitational loading associated with the 476 
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gradient of the evaporites flowing into the axial region and at short wavelengths from local 477 

relief of the evaporite surface.  The former is less important to the discussion here, though 478 

we note that gradients around the margins of the deeps reach 0.1 m/m and locally 0.2 m/m 479 

(Mitchell et al., 2010).  From equation 4a of Mello and Pratson (1999), these gradients imply 480 

that differential stresses pass the threshold 1 MPa by 100 m depth below the evaporite 481 

surface if unsedimented and shallower if they are further loaded by Plio-Pleistocene 482 

sediments. 483 

 Evaluating the short-wavelength sources of differential stresses is more complicated 484 

as the evaporites are variably extending, folding and undergoing strike-slip movements due 485 

to flowage (Mitchell et al., 2010) and the surface variations have a range of scales and 486 

gradients.  However, a 100 m difference in level of halite displacing water would lead to a 487 

difference in static vertical stress of 1.15 MPa.  Hence, some small-scale topography is likely 488 

supported by the halite, potentially explaining how small faults at the seabed remain 489 

observable in multibeam sonar data (Augustin et al., 2014; Augustin et al., 2016; Mitchell et 490 

al., 2010).  In contrast, the larger-scale topography is more likely to lead to stresses above 1 491 

MPa if not compensated isostatically by internal density variations as discussed in the next 492 

section. 493 

 Some seismic sections of the Santos Basin evaporites also show fine-scale topographic 494 

relief (Davison, 2007; Fiduk and Rowan, 2012; Mann and Rigg, 2012; Mohriak et al., 2012).  495 

Unfortunately, much of that topography coincides with faults and folds that continue into the 496 

overlying sedimentary rocks, making it difficult to assess how much of it originates from the 497 

earlier pillow stage.  This highlights the benefits of studying shallow evaporites such as those 498 

in the Red Sea, which do not suffer from this problem so greatly.  Nevertheless, those Santos 499 

Basin data contain some examples where stratigraphy closely above the evaporites is 500 
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discordant with a more rugged evaporite surface (Guerra and Underhill, 2012, their figures 7, 501 

8; Jackson et al., 2015a, their figures 7a, 8c), suggesting that some relief of up to ~100 m from 502 

that earlier stage has been preserved. 503 

 504 

5.2. Vertical evaporite movements driven by anhydrite and other non-halite components 505 

(internal density variations)? 506 

Tectonic growth stratigraphy within evaporite is evidence that vertical differential 507 

movements (diapirism) occurred during evaporite deposition in the Red Sea.  Tectonic growth 508 

stratigraphy within evaporite sequences can also be inferred from seismic reflection data 509 

from the Levant (Gvirtzman et al., 2013; Hübscher and Netzeband, 2007; Netzeband et al., 510 

2006; Reiche et al., 2014), North Sea Zechstein (Clark et al., 1998; Joffe et al., 2021) and Santos 511 

(Davison et al., 2012; Mann and Rigg, 2012; Mohriak et al., 2012) basins.  The vertical 512 

differential movements producing growth stratigraphy are difficult to explain by loading of 513 

the evaporites by overlying sediments where those sediments have lower density than halite 514 

(Hudec et al., 2009).  Although other mechanisms may be involved as we explore later, 515 

diapirism in the Red Sea potentially originates from deposition of anhydrite and other 516 

lithologies denser than halite in mini-basins, which now form the regions of layered 517 

evaporites.  Diapirs (transparent evaporites) then developed by "downbuilding" (Nikolinakou 518 

et al., 2017) during the late Miocene, while layered evaporites were deposited around them.  519 

We first consider the magnitudes of vertical movements. 520 

 Only a few hundred metres of layered evaporites were sampled by the DSDP (Figure 521 

2) so it may not be typical of the deep-water Zeit Formation, though we use the data from 522 

those sites to assess the order of magnitude of density contrast between layered evaporites 523 

and massive halite.  Assigning the lithologies below the Miocene-Pliocene boundary of Sites 524 
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225 and 227 (Figure 2) the density ~2 g/cm3 for the shale (Figure 3) and mean densities of 525 

halite (2.145 g/cm3) and anhydrite (2.857 g/cm3) of the DSDP sample measurements from the 526 

sites (Wheildon et al., 1974), the mean densities of those layered evaporites are estimated to 527 

be 2.56 g/cm3 (Site 225), 2.29 g/cm3 (Site 227) and 2.37 g/cm3 (with lithologies of Sites 225 528 

and 227 combined). 529 

 The importance of these densities can be assessed by carrying out a simple isostatic 530 

balance calculation, idealising the layered evaporites as effectively floating on and within the 531 

weaker massive halite.  The mass density in a column of layered evaporite of 2.37 g/cm3 532 

average density can then be equated with that of a column of pure halite rising an additional 533 

height Z above the level of the layered evaporites, with both bodies in water of density 1.0 534 

g/cm3 (Figure 12).  The two columns balance isostatically if their total weights are the same 535 

at their base.  Such a structure is stable if the depth extent of the layered evaporites is: 536 

 𝐻 = 𝑍 (:;(:<)
(:;(:=)

− 𝑍 (3) 537 

Using 274 m (=2s from the variogram modelling) as a typical measure of evaporite relief Z, 538 

we estimate H=1400 m using the above densities.  The thickness of Plio-Pleistocene sediments 539 

has been ignored, as they mostly drape the underlying S-reflection (Mitchell et al., 2019) and 540 

thus load the underlying structure uniformly.  However, the extent to which they do 541 

preferentially infill basins will lead to an over-estimate of Z and thus H.  542 

 For comparison, the average thickness of the evaporite layer (both layered and 543 

massive) is 3760 m for the segments of the Izzeldin data analysed numerically.  The depth 544 

extent of layered evaporites in the deep-seismic image in Figure 4g is difficult to assess 545 

because they are variably obscured by multiple reflections but interpretations of the higher 546 

quality seismic images of Colombo et al. (2014) located in Figure 1 were corroborated by 547 

electrical resistivity models.  They suggest that the layered evaporites extend significantly 548 
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below 1400 m and in one case towards 3000 m depth.  A further body of layered evaporites 549 

off the northern Red Sea Arabian coast exceeds 4000 m depth (Rowan, 2014).  If those 550 

thicknesses are representative of the central Red Sea, the layered evaporites on average have 551 

a mean density below 2.37 g/cm3 and hence a larger halite component than suggested by the 552 

DSDP cores.  Alternatively, if the layered evaporites reach the underlying basement and fully 553 

displace the halite (Rowan, 2014), they can be supported by basement rigidity and hence have 554 

a significantly greater density. 555 

 556 

5.3. Significance of only weak periodicity 557 

The finding that the evaporite surface or S-reflection is better described as stochastic than 558 

periodic agrees with the earlier finding of Hernandez (2020) for seismic datasets from other 559 

basins involving more deeply buried evaporites.  Somewhat as Hernandez (2020) found from 560 

those datasets, the Red Sea evaporite surface shows no strongly dominating wavelength 561 

above 13 km and below that wavelength a linear variation in spectral power with frequency.  562 

Although we do not describe the evaporite surface topography as a fractal, the data 563 

nevertheless do not possess characteristic wavelengths, but rather a range of wavelengths, 564 

as do fractals (Turcotte, 1991).  This is incompatible with Rayleigh-Taylor diapirism models 565 

involving fluids of contrasting density, which predict regularly spaced diapirs (Fernandez and 566 

Kaus, 2015; Hughes and Davison, 1993; Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). 567 

   As modifying the Rayleigh-Taylor model to include a plastic overburden leads to 568 

multiple wavelengths of diapirism being predicted (Ismail-Zadeh et al., 2002), perhaps the 569 

varied and higher viscosity of the layered evaporites provides effective yield strength, leading 570 

to multiple wavelengths of diapirism of the mostly underlying Mid-Miocene halites?  Rowan 571 

et al. (2019) noted that anhydrite tends to behave more viscously under extension, commonly 572 
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forming stringers.  There is some evidence of faults affecting the layered evaporites, such as 573 

the abrupt termination of the S-reflection where marked "F" in Figure 4a and elsewhere in 574 

the Urania seismic data (Mitchell et al., 2010), as well as abrupt curvilinear planform features 575 

in the Urania multibeam data.  Extension of an upper, more rigid layer over halite ("reactive 576 

diapirism") was explored by Vendeville and Jackson (1992).  A stochastic distribution of faults 577 

at mid-ocean ridges has been shown to generate fractal-like topography (Malinverno and 578 

Cowie, 1993; Malinverno and Gilbert, 1989) and thus faulting might partly explain the lack of 579 

periodicity. 580 

 However, seismic images such as Figure 4g and those in references cited earlier 581 

suggest that the layered evaporites are largely folded, rather than faulted.  The lack of a 582 

characteristic wavelength therefore indicates a lack of scale to that folding.  We interpret the 583 

folding as caused by loading by the denser anhydrite-rich layered deposits and by widespread 584 

extension as the evaporites have flowed to the spreading axis, allowing diapirs of halite-585 

dominated evaporites to rise between more coherent layered evaporites (Colombo et al., 586 

2014; Izzeldin, 1987).  In other salt provinces, strengthening of fold synclines by deposition 587 

and lithification of terrigenous sediments has been suggested to increase the dominant fold 588 

wavelength over time (Bochi do Amarante et al., 2021; Fort et al., 2004). 589 

 If anhydrite deposition were the main cause of layered evaporite folding in the Red 590 

Sea as we suggest, the question arises as to whether such deposition initiated at the start of 591 

the Zeit with a range of length scales, also influencing the present varied length scales of the 592 

S reflection topography.  Crossley et al. (1992) reconstructed the physiography of the top of 593 

the Miocene evaporites, showing large depressions filled with mud and sand.  As mentioned 594 

earlier, the varied presence of erosional surfaces (Figure 8) and varied sizes of segments of 595 
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layered evaporites without erosion at S in the seismic images (Figure 4) also suggests that the 596 

S reflection surface had some relief by the end of the Miocene. 597 

 Perhaps mini-basins of the Late Miocene (Zeit Formation) layered evaporites formed 598 

over small depressions in the massive halites of the Mid-Miocene, leading to contrasts in 599 

column-averaged density between lows and highs, which drove continual diapirism during 600 

deposition.  Hughes and Beydoun (1992) interpreted the biostratigraphy in commercial wells 601 

as revealing a deep (>200 m) or moderately deep marine environment in most of the Red Sea 602 

from the late early Miocene to Mid-Miocene.  This is corroborated by the few quality deep-603 

seismic data publicly available, which do not typically show erosional unconformities deeper 604 

within the evaporites (Colombo et al., 2014; Izzeldin, 1987; Rowan, 2014), suggesting they 605 

were continually submerged.  As the Mid-Miocene evaporites were about half the thickness 606 

of the modern evaporites, the relief of the underlying basement may have more easily 607 

influenced halokinetic movements, such as above faults (Bochi do Amarante et al., 2021; 608 

Harding and Huuse, 2015; Koyi et al., 1993; Remmelts, 1995; Warsitzka et al., 2015).  Limited 609 

high-quality seismic data that are publicly available show some transparent evaporites (i.e., 610 

halite) above basement faults (Colombo et al., 2014; Ligi et al., 2019b).  As faults tend to have 611 

irregularly distributed (Cowie, 1998; Malinverno and Gilbert, 1989), this process could lead to 612 

a stochastic distribution of mini-basins. 613 

 Could continental rift faults have also still been active in the Mid-Miocene and 614 

influenced early diapirism?  Normal fault movements would change the potential energy 615 

difference of evaporites and overburden across them and have been suggested or inferred 616 

elsewhere to trigger diapirism (Harding and Huuse, 2015; Nilsen et al., 1995; Vendeville et al., 617 

1995; Withjack and Callaway, 2000).  The continental rifting phase of the central Red Sea is 618 

roughly constrained by a symmetrical Chron 5 magnetic anomaly, which suggests that the rift 619 
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to oceanic spreading transition occurred at ~10 Ma (Okwokwo et al., 2022).  Transitions also 620 

occur in crustal seismic velocity (Egloff et al., 1991; Tramontini and Davies, 1969) and 621 

basement morphology (Izzeldin, 1987) at about the same distance from the spreading centres 622 

to the Chron 5 anomaly, corroborating this as the continental rifting to seafloor spreading 623 

transition.  For comparison, the main halite deposition phase occurred through the Mid-624 

Miocene in the South Gharib and time-equivalent formations (Hughes and Beydoun, 1992).  625 

According to a chronology presented by Hughes and Johnson (2005), they would have been 626 

deposited from 14 to 10.5 Ma.  It therefore seems likely that basement faults would have 627 

been active during the Mid-Miocene halite deposition and could have influenced diapirism.  628 

The lack of diapiric lengthscale could therefore in turn also reflect a non-uniform fault 629 

distribution (Cowie, 1998; Malinverno and Gilbert, 1989). 630 

 Anhydrite preferentially accumulating in depressions contrasts with a result of Biehl 631 

et al. (2014), who showed that anhydrite in the Zechstein of the Netherlands was originally 632 

deposited as gypsum on topographic highs, which they attributed to an effect of brines rising 633 

above the level of the high.  In the Red Sea, we suggest that the Late Miocene brines remained 634 

predominantly in shallow depressions, leading to precipitation of primary anhydrite or 635 

gypsum which later transformed to anhydrite (Warren, 2006), as suggested by gypsum 636 

pseudomorphs in the DSDP cores (Stoffers and Kühn, 1974).  Anhydrite/gypsum and mud 637 

later forming shale were inhibited from depositing over diapirs, perhaps because of currents 638 

caused by sea surface winds or even surface waves.  Furthermore, density stratification within 639 

the Red Sea may have been promoted by a change in climate.  Some have suggested that the 640 

Late Miocene was wetter (Griffin, 1999), although this is not a consensus view (Fauquette et 641 

al., 2006; Pound et al., 2012).  Alternatively, inflow of global sea water into the basin became 642 

more efficient, leading to less extreme salinity.  In either case, anhydrite and gypsum 643 
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precipitate from seawater at lower salinities than halite (Warren, 2006), so the change from 644 

massive halite to layered evaporites from the Mid-Miocene to Late Miocene (Hughes and 645 

Beydoun, 1992) implies that Red Sea salinities decreased overall. 646 

 647 

5.4. Diapirism variably continuing into the Plio-Pleistocene (PP) 648 

The continuation of growth stratigraphy observed in the layered evaporites into the PP and 649 

elsewhere the observed growth stratigraphy terminating at the S-reflection suggests a 650 

heterogeneity in salt-tectonic movements.  Heterogeneity could partly have arisen from 651 

different dynamic causes of the movements.  For example, anhydrite deposition between 652 

halite-rich diapirs would have stopped at the end of the Miocene and hemipelagics later 653 

deposited there would have added less load because of their lower density (Figure 3).  In 654 

contrast, movements of the evaporites towards the spreading axis and deeps causing 655 

extension and diapirism has likely been more persistent.  As the evaporite flow fronts overlie 656 

oceanic crust younger than 5.3 Ma (Mitchell et al., 2021; Okwokwo et al., 2022) and in places 657 

to the spreading axis (Augustin et al., 2014; Augustin et al., 2016), that movement continued 658 

after the Miocene.  Alternatively, the varied presence of growth stratigraphy reflects changes 659 

in dominant wavelength of folding over time as mini-basins became more rigid (Bochi do 660 

Amarante et al., 2021; Fort et al., 2004).  These comments suggest that further imaging 661 

seismically the growth stratigraphy within the PP and dating that stratigraphy could 662 

potentially reveal interesting details of the post-Miocene evaporite movements. 663 

 664 

5.5. Are the Red Sea evaporites effective analogues of the earlier Santos evaporites? 665 

If the Red Sea evaporites were useful analogues of those of the Santos and other basins in 666 

their earlier pillow stages, the detailed stratigraphy revealed here would provide clues to the 667 
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early structures of the older basins that are now difficult to discern because their evaporites 668 

are deeply buried, less well imaged and more strongly deformed.  Evaporite structures in such 669 

"salt giants" have been expected to evolve by pillows (small-amplitude undulations) 670 

becoming accentuated by deposition of denser terrigenous sediment in mini-basins between 671 

them (Fernandez and Kaus, 2015; Nikolinakou et al., 2017), thus the spacings of pillows could 672 

indicate the spacings of diapirs that develop from them (Hughes and Davison, 1993).  673 

However, there are a number of complications to this evolution (Hernandez, 2020).  The early 674 

sediments deposited over evaporites have commonly lower density than halite, suggesting 675 

that other causes of diapirism are more important (Hudec et al., 2009).  According to Waltham 676 

(1997), buoyancy only becomes an important driver of diapirism at spatial wavelengths of 12 677 

km and greater. 678 

 Seismic stratigraphy immediately above the thickened evaporites of the São Paulo 679 

Plateau suggests that most of the diapiric movements occurred up until the Maastrichtian but 680 

after then sediments accumulated with less diapirism-related deformation (Pichel et al., 681 

2017; Quirk et al., 2013).  The topography of the base of evaporite sequences has been 682 

suggested to be important for initiating diapirism, in particular, fault scarps (Koyi et al., 1993; 683 

Remmelts, 1995; Warsitzka et al., 2015).  There is evidence of such effects in the Santos Basin 684 

(Pichel et al., 2018), although generally there is only a weak correspondence between the 685 

positions of diapirs and underlying topography (Davison et al., 2012; Pichel et al., 2018).  That 686 

might be a result of lateral translation of the evaporites (Alves et al., 2017; Pichel et al., 2018), 687 

but we suggest that diapirism may have also been affected by density and rheological 688 

variations within the evaporites, as we interpret for the Red Sea evaporites.  Subsidence of 689 

the layered denser evaporites relative to halite would have stopped once the bases of layered 690 

evaporites reached basement below the Aptian layer, as appears to be presently the case 691 
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from higher quality seismic reflection data showing layering extending to the evaporite base 692 

(Davison et al., 2012).  The reduction of diapiric movements at the Maastrichtian could then 693 

be explained by the end of expulsion of halite from beneath subsiding areas.  If correct, 694 

modelling of the effects of evaporite movements over basement topography (Dooley et al., 695 

2018; Pichel et al., 2019; Warsitzka et al., 2015; Warsitzka et al., 2021) may be improved if 696 

varied effective viscosity of the evaporites were incorporated. 697 

 Did these early evaporite surfaces have significant relief and if so what were its 698 

consequences?  A reconstruction by Bochi do Amarante et al. (2021) for the Upper Albian in 699 

the present-day compression zone of the Santos evaporites (their figure 10e) suggests that 700 

the top of the evaporites had a relief that was comparable to that of the Red Sea evaporites.  701 

In contrast, overlying Albian sediments are shown with a smoother surface, mostly filling 702 

underlying depressions rather than draping the evaporite topography as would be expected 703 

of purely pelagic accumulation (Tominaga et al., 2011).  One lensoid part of that unit is 704 

somewhat reminiscent of contourites (Faugères et al., 1999).  For comparison, reflections in 705 

the lower part of the PP in Figure 4f (marked "Contourites") are discordant with underlying S 706 

and would be lensoid if S were flatter than it is at present.  Although these sediments likely 707 

have lower density than halite, contourite deposits can have significant positive relief and 708 

hence thicknesses of ~200 m as in Figure 4f would generate ~2 MPa of vertical stress.  Perhaps 709 

this stress was enough to deform halite and cause subsidence in the underlying evaporites, 710 

partly explaining the growth stratigraphy within the underlying underlying evaporites marked 711 

in Figure 4f.  This illustrates how an early relief of evaporite surfaces in salt giants can guide 712 

sediment transport by various processes and, in some cases, influence the later deformation. 713 

 714 

6. Conclusions 715 
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Analyses of the early "pillow" stage of diapirism of halite-dominated evaporites in "salt giants" 716 

without overburden loading is best carried out in deposits with little overlying sediment, such 717 

as those in the Red Sea.  This is made straightforward in the Red Sea by the widespread 718 

presence of a prominent seismic reflection "S" marking the top of the evaporites.  The 719 

following are observed from this reflection. 720 

 Power spectra and variograms of S in the Red Sea reveal a lack of any dominant 721 

wavelength, arguing against simple Rayleigh-Taylor diapirism locally.  Variograms reveal a 722 

stochastic topography with an average range of ~3.0 km over which the topography is 723 

decorrelated.  Power spectra show an inverse power-law gradient for wavelengths from 1 to 724 

13 km.  At wavelengths longer than 13 km, the spectra flatten, as might be expected from 725 

weakness of halite preventing the development of topography at larger scales. 726 

 The lack of dominant wavelength is speculated to reflect effects of brittle deformation 727 

and folding of anhydrite-bearing Late Miocene evaporites.  The available seismic reflection 728 

data suggest that folding dominates these evaporites.  If that folding originates from 729 

deposition of denser anhydrite in mini-basins, varied length scales of topography of the Mid-730 

Miocene evaporites may have provided the initial conditions over which varied length scales 731 

of aragonite deposition occurred in the Late Miocene, ultimately leading to the present 732 

stochastic topography of the S reflection.  Alternatively, varied length scales arise from 733 

dominant wavelengths of folding changing with progressive strengthening of synclines of 734 

stronger anhydrite-dominated evaporites.  Basement topography may have also influenced 735 

diapirism.  Continental rift faults may have still been active during the main halite deposition 736 

phase of the Mid-Miocene, also promoting diapirism with varied lengthscales. 737 

 High-resolution seismic records show that this folding in some areas stopped at about 738 

the Miocene-Pliocene boundary, while in others it continued into the Plio-Pleistocene, 739 
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suggesting that halokinetic movements were heterogeneous.  Such heterogeneity could 740 

originate from varied dynamic origins of the deformation, which include the aragonite 741 

deposition (which stopped at the end of the Miocene) and widespread flowage of the 742 

evaporites towards the spreading centres (which continued into the Plio-Pleistocene), or 743 

changes in dominant fold wavelength. 744 
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Figures: 1158 

 1159 

Figure 1: Depth of the S-reflection marking the top of the Miocene evaporites or close to it, 1160 

contoured every 100 m (mbsl: metres below sea-level).  Map shows grid of Mitchell et al. 1161 

(2017) updated with 3D seismic data from offshore Egypt (Mitchell et al., 2019) and here with 1162 

sparker seismic records from RV Pelagia (Augustin et al., 2019).  Data track coverage is shown 1163 
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in Figure 5.  Seismic two-way times of the seabed and S-reflections were converted to depth 1164 

below sea level using a water velocity of 1538 m/s derived using empirical equations 1165 

(Mackenzie, 1981) and 1900 m/s for the hemipelagic Plio-Pleistocene sediments based on 1166 

sample measurements (Whitmarsh et al., 1974) and seismic refraction results (Drake and 1167 

Girdler, 1964; Gaulier et al., 1988).  Data were binned at 0.01˚ X 0.01˚ intervals and then 1168 

interpolated and extrapolated to improve visualisation over distances up to 0.15˚, hence map 1169 

resolution varies between these two extremes.  Asterisks locate the Red Sea deeps from a 1170 

catalogue of Augustin et al. (2016).  Three Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) sites (Whitmarsh 1171 

et al., 1974) are shown.  Two solid circles locate areas of geophysical data of Colombo et al. 1172 

(2014) described in the text. 1173 

 1174 
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 1175 

Figure 2.  Summary of the stratigraphy of samples recovered at the three DSDP sites located 1176 

in Figure 1 based on the interpretations of the drilling scientists (Stoffers and Kühn, 1974; 1177 

Whitmarsh et al., 1974).  Segments of core showing deformation structures marked by 1178 

vertical bars are from Girdler and Whitmarsh (1974).  S: level corresponding with the S-1179 

reflection in seismic data, which marks the top of the Miocene evaporites.  Within the 1180 

Miocene, black, white and grey represent halite, anhydrite and shale. 1181 

 1182 

 1183 
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 1184 

Figure 3: Sample density measurements for the three Deep Sea Drilling Project sites located 1185 

in Figure 1 from Manheim et al. (1974).  Vertical grey bars show the ranges of density values 1186 

for all halite and anhydrite samples measured at the sites from Wheildon et al. (1974).  Dotted 1187 

lines mark the top of the Miocene evaporites at each site. 1188 

 1189 
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 1191 

Figure 4: Example seismic reflection profiles located in Figure 5.  S: reflection marking the top 1192 

of the Miocene evaporites (Miocene-Pliocene boundary); PP: Plio-Pleistocene sediments; P: 1193 

pelagic-like geometry of Plio-Pleistocene sediments; F: fault; U: unconformity (erosional 1194 

surface). 1195 

 1196 
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 1197 

Figure 5: Locations of seismic reflection lines overlain on a grey version of the S-reflection 1198 

depth map of Figure 1.  ITZ: inter-trough zone.  For details of original seismic data sources, 1199 

see Mitchell et al. (2017).  Long seismic lines selected for Figure 6 are indicated.  Those marked 1200 

"Iz" are lines of Izzeldin (1987). 1201 
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 1203 

Figure 6: Profiles of seabed (black) and S-reflection (blue) topography derived from the lines 1204 

located in Figure 5.  Grey boxes locate deeps, which are largely without evaporites.  Red circles 1205 

mark ends of segments of S-reflection used to calculate the variograms in Figure 10 (where 1206 

two segments are used for a line, they are indicated by abbreviated identifiers Iz9a, etc.).  1207 

Green bars highlight sections of data crossing collapse structures where the evaporite surface 1208 
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has deflated in response to more significant flowage into inter-trough zones.  HA ITZ: Hariba-1209 

Atlantis II inter-trough zone, EPS ITZ: Erba-Port Sudan inter-trough zone. 1210 

 1211 

 1212 

Figure 7.  Example of detrended S-reflection topography from the west side of Bannock line 1213 

2 in Figure 6.  "Elevation" is relative to a regression line fitted to the S-reflection topography. 1214 

 1215 

 1216 

Figure 8.  Central Red Sea occurrences of erosional surfaces at the top of the evaporites 1217 

interpreted from truncated evaporite internal reflections in seismic data collected during the 1218 

2005 RV Urania cruise, the data of Izzeldin (1987), Guennoc et al. (1988) and Bonatti et al. 1219 

(1984), and line drawing interpretations of Searle and Ross (1975) and Ross and Schlee (1973). 1220 
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 1221 

 1222 

Figure 9.  Power spectra of the selected lines of Figure 6.  Power-spectral density was 1223 

averaged within bins of 0.1 log10 units.  Coloured circles represent averages of those spectra.  1224 

Red line is a least-squares regression through the averages highlighted in red and has a graph 1225 

gradient of -3.05. 1226 

 1227 
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 1228 

Figure 10.  Variograms of the detrended S-reflection topography segmented as shown in 1229 

Figure 6.  Blue line is an average of the variograms shown.  Dashed red line is an exponential 1230 

model fitted to the average variogram by minimizing the squares of discrepancies (g(h) = 1231 

9428(1.0-exp(-h/3.0)) (m2)). 1232 

 1233 
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 1234 

Figure 11.  Maps of parameters of exponential models fitted to the variograms in Figure 10 1235 

by least squares: (a) Standard deviation s (=√(2c)) and (b) range (r of equation (2)).  Symbol 1236 

diameters scale linearly with the variables shown. 1237 

 1238 

 1239 

Figure 12.  Simple isostatic model used to explore whether the excess topography Z over 1240 

diapirs can reveal the depth extent H of layered evaporites between them using assumed 1241 

densities for the components as shown. 1242 
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